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HPE Performance Cluster Manager  
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager (HPCM) delivers an integrated system management solution for Linux®-based high performance 
computing (HPC) clusters. HPE Performance Cluster Manager provides complete provisioning, management, and monitoring for 
clusters scaling up to Exascale sized supercomputers. The software enables fast system setup from bare-metal, comprehensive 
hardware monitoring and management, image management, software updates, power management, and cluster health management. 
Additionally, it makes scaling HPC clusters easier and efficient while providing integration with a plethora of 3rd party tools for 
running and managing workloads. HPE Performance Cluster Manager reduces the time and resources spent administering HPC 
systems - lowering total cost of ownership, increasing productivity and providing a better return on hardware investments. 
Furthermore, it optimizes cluster performance by proactive monitoring, multiple telemetry visualization GUIs, and customizable 
alerting techniques.  

 
Initial system setup involves installation of software including the Linux operating system on the administrative node, discovery of 
hardware components for the cluster nodes and operating system provisioning for all the compute and service nodes in the cluster. 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager can quickly provision a cluster with thousands of nodes from bare metal - typically within an  
hour. In addition, new cluster nodes being added to the existing cluster are automatically discovered and configured without 
requiring system shutdown. For increased resiliency of the cluster, a pool of minimum three admin nodes can be used to achieve a 
high availability (HA) Quorum (requires High Availability extension/add-on subscription). The admin nodes in the HA Quorum share 
a virtual machine image which can be used to reconfigure the cluster in case of system failure.  

 
Hardware management is comprehensive and secure. HPE Performance Cluster Manager offers fine-grained centralized monitoring 
and management of clusters to keep it performing at its best. The software collects telemetry from the cluster nodes and stores 
them in a secure repository. System administrator tasks on the administrative nodes are kept secure from end-user access. When 
issues are detected, alerts are sent or displayed for the attention of the system administrator. The system administrator can setup 
automatic reactions to specific alerts such as power capping when a specific temperature is reached in the datacenter. System data 
can be monitored, and additional analysis of the metrics can be done by visualizing the metrics at a specific point in time or over a 
historical period - either in system GUI, CLI or via third-party tools such as Ganglia, Nagios, Kibana, or Grafana. HPE Performance 
Cluster Manager offers several preconfigured dashboards for both hardware and jobs monitoring. 
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager offers comprehensive cluster health management. With lightweight and interactive health check 
reports, system admins can diagnose and fix issues in the production environment quickly without seeking help from HPE support 
teams, thus improving the turn-around time for any cluster health issues. Easy to visualize and powerful console based and graphical 
dashboards, make cluster health monitoring more efficient. Validation of system diagnostics run in HPE factory on new system after 
installation at the customer site ensure additional security. Invasive health checks during maintenance windows to uncover potential 
system issues and node checks before running jobs to prevent their failure ensure performance optimization. Furthermore, the 
system also offers ongoing monitoring of the whole system via preconfigured Grafana dashboards. 
 
The software also utilizes hooks in job-schedulers like Altair PBS Professional and Slurm to check the health of nodes before running 
a new job. This helps to improve the overall job performance by avoiding running jobs on unhealthy cluster nodes. The installed 
software including the bios on the cluster nodes can be compared and flagged for any inconsistencies with versions or missing items. 
Integrated firmware flashing supports flashing of bios, BMC/iLO, CMC, network adapters and switches.  
 
The HPE Performance Cluster Manager image management system supports a secure software image repository that stores 
software in multiple formats. Software stored in the image repository can include multiple versions of Linux operating system or 
other software such as middleware and other applications. Each software image has version control accountability built-in to track 
changes. Any software image in the repository can be installed on-demand on a cluster node or set of cluster nodes and restored to 
the original software environment as required.  
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HPE Performance Cluster Manager offers comprehensive monitoring and management for nodes, chassis and racks as well as power 
distribution units (PDU) and cooling hardware. HPE Performance Cluster Manager also offers additional power management 
features such as:  tools for accurate measurement and prediction of power usage for better capacity planning and setting limits to 
trigger node level power caps. Step-by-step topology and protocol-aware Power On/Off feature enables controlled start and shut-
down of the clustered system. For example, power-on order is rack, chassis, cluster node and power-off order is cluster node, chassis, 
rack. Power telemetry is collected in watts and the metrics can be saved for analysis and historical reference. In addition, HPE 
Performance Cluster Manager supports advanced power management features for power capping and power resource management 
for jobs via integration with the job schedulers. HPE Apollo systems require Apollo Platform Manager (purchased separately) for 
power capping and rack management.  
Overall, HPE Performance Cluster Manager delivers a comprehensive cluster management environment with resiliency, security, 
operational efficiency and scale for HPE Apollo, HPE Cray EX, SGI and ProLiant high performance computing clusters. 

 
What’s new 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager v1.7 features: 

• Support for RHEL 8.5, Rocky Linux 8.5 (compute nodes only) 
• Technical preview of HPE Superdome Flex Server Family 
• FIPS support on compute and service nodes 
• Technical preview of Lightweight Distributed Metric Service (LDMS) 
• System infrastructure monitoring using Prometheus (deprecates Nagios), additional alerts and AIOps container monitoring, 

new System Monitoring Guide and technical preview of TimescaleDB for monitoring of time series data such as HPE 
Slingshot telemetry 

• Initial support for the HPE Cray EX 420 platform 
• Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) tracking enhancements 
• Improved Cluster Health Check with improved workload manager integration, ability to run custom tests, job-level 

congestion alerts for Infiniband, additional node level health check options 
• Nightly database back up operations 
• Technical previews of gluster and ctdb health check tool and Ganesha as NFS server for gluster on SU Leaders 
• AIOPs enhancements for CPU, GPU, DIMMs, and Node Power anomaly detection and visualization of IT metrics 
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Interface 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager supports a Command Line Interface (CLI) and Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI can be 
customized and allows access to all compute node consoles from a single screen. 

 
System Setup and Provisioning 
Initial system setup involves installation of software including the Linux operating system on the administrative node, discovery of 
hardware components for the cluster nodes and operating system provisioning for all the compute and service nodes in the cluster. 
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager can quickly provision a Linux operating system on a cluster with thousands of nodes from bare 
metal - typically within an hour. Nodes are provisioned in parallel for maximum system performance in one session - no need to 
provision in groups of nodes - even for the largest clusters. 
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager supports these two cluster configurations: 

• Flat - suitable for systems with less than 512 nodes (HPE Apollo, HPE ProLiant and HPE SGI 8600) 
• Distributed – for larger systems (as above + HPE Cray EX systems) 

 
The flat configuration is defined as an administrative node with many compute nodes. The distributed configuration is defined as an 
administrative node with leader nodes that support up to 576 compute nodes each. The distributed configuration enables the 
cluster to scale-out to the Exascale sized supercomputers. It consists of shared pool of Leader Nodes managing groups of compute 
nodes in an active-active setup, without RHEL or SLES HA software. There needs to be one leader for 512 nodes. Leaders come in 
groups of 3 servers (3 for resiliency at the storage level, i.e. 3 leaders for 1.5k nodes, 6 leaders for 3k nodes, etc.). Any leader can 
manage any compute node. The compute nodes are automatically redistributed on the available leaders. Leader node can be 
serviced without shutting down compute nodes. All 3 leaders share a common secure repository where all the compute node 
information is stored and can be retrieved from. During the system setup discovery phase, the hardware components including 
networking configuration information are recorded in the secure repository. Having the hardware inventory stored in a central 
location enables easier management of the full cluster using HPE Performance Cluster Manager --- no need to manage separate 
files with hardware configuration descriptions 

 
Hardware Monitoring and Management / System Monitoring 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager collects telemetry from the cluster components like iLO logs, CMC, SBMC, as well as other 
hardware such as cooling units and storage, and stores them in a secure repository. Some standard pre-configured metrics are CPU 
load, uptime, memory usage, and I/O speeds. Integration with NVIDIA Datacenter GPU Manager enables monitoring of GPU 
diagnostics, health, configuration and alerts in a GPU-enabled server. HPE Performance Cluster Manager aggregates the GPU 
metrics to monitor GPU activity across the cluster. 
 
In addition to the metrics, we use message queuing applications, like Mosquitto (MQTT) and Kafka to channelize the data flow and 
collate all the telemetry information for persistent storage and analytics in an Elasticsearch cluster. The filtering mechanism in 
Elasticsearch allows Administrators to configure options for producing alerts and additional metrics based on the hardware 
components in the system. 
 
We also include REST APIs for automation and third-party software integrations.  

 
System Alerts 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager sends alerts in response to certain system conditions or issues that occur on the system. For 
some alerts, the system administrator can setup automatic responses to alerts triggered when thresholds are reached for selected 
metrics. The alerts are sent to the CLI or GUI console and by email. 
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager supports Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) inventory management (serial number, hostname, part 
number, bmc firmware and date) and alerts (incl. detecting new hardware, notifications when HW changes name/is replaced/pulled 
out) that enable more detailed communications with HPE Pointnext, improving serviceability of the cluster. 
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Supported Product 
Monitoring GUIs  
HPE Performance Cluster Manager makes it possible to view the state of the cluster at-a-glance via cluster monitoring GUI 
which provides four different views of the state of selected groups of nodes: 

• In Table View, a table is displayed with rows corresponding to nodes and columns corresponding to metrics. 
• In Instant View, a "flower" is displayed for each set of user-selectable metrics. Each "petal" of flower corresponds to one of 

the nodes in the group, and the length of the petal is proportional to the most recently reported value of the metric on that 
node. Additionally, in Instant View, each flower can include a performance gauge which provides the cumulative value of 
any metric over the nodes that are displayed. 

• In Time View, a "tube" is displayed for each set of user-selectable nodes. The "tube" is a 3D display where each cross-
section contains the information shown in the corresponding flower at a specific time. The tubes show the metrics over 
time. The 3D displays can be manipulated to rotate and stretch and includes the ability to change angular perspectives. 

• In Bar Graph View, the monitored values for the selected groups of nodes appear in the form of a bar graph. 
 

HPCM offers several preconfigured monitoring dashboards in Grafana, such as 
• System Monitoring Dashboard (cluster-level CPU loads and memory, disk read & write data, memory statistics via graphs,  

as well as info on top 20 performing nodes). 
• CDU dashboards (offering detailed information about cooling distribution unit such as temperature, humidity, valve 

controls, dew point & water flow) 
• Lustre dashboards (showing alert numbers as well as information on minimum, maximum and current statistics for the 

hardware incl. IME) 
• Slingshot telemetry dashboard showing utilization metrics, temperature data, and alerts 
• Health Check Dashboard (see Cluster Health Management section) 
• Scheduler Status Report Dashboard - real-time monitoring of jobs scheduled via either PBS Professional or Slurm  

showing information such as nodes where the schedulers are running, whether they are active/inactive, jobs statuses &  
queues, click on Job ID shows CPU utilization data etc.) 

• AIOPs dashboard showing alerts by controller, device or overviews, IT metrics, and Univariate 
 
For Ansible, HPE Performance Cluster Manager can create Ansible Playbooks with the hardware inventory that can be input and 
viewed by Ansible. 

 
Hardware Management 
Hardware management is comprehensive and secure. System administrator tasks on the administrative nodes are kept secure from 
end-user access. Analysis of the hardware metrics is done by visualizing the metrics at a specific point in time or over a historical 
period. The installed software including the bios on the cluster nodes can be compared and flagged for any inconsistencies with 
versions or missing items. System management commands can be broadcast to all or selected cluster nodes for operations such as 
provision, reboot, shutdown and power off. Integrated firmware flashing supports flashing of bios, BMC/iLO, CMC, network adapters 
and switches. 
 
The Cluster topology supports separate management and compute fabrics which enables the system management and application 
workloads running on dedicated networks to maintain best bandwidth for the specific tasks or workloads. HPE Performance Cluster 
Manager securely orchestrates the tasks that run on the Ethernet management fabric versus on the Ethernet, InfiniBand, Omni-
Path or HPE Slingshot compute fabric. 

 
Image Management 
Software images are stored in a secure repository that supports multiple formats including RPM, ISO, remote repository and gold 
image. The repository provides flexibility to easily access the software to install on the system. Each image has specific identification 
information such as the timestamp of when it was last updated, who updated, version of software, etc. Updates to images are stored 
as changes to the originals to significantly save on disk space, while maintaining a full revision history. Software images can be loaded 
into the repository from software download, physical media (DVDs) or captured from running nodes. 
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The software images can be installed on all or select cluster nodes on-demand. The software image repository makes management of 
software on a large or complex cluster much easier. For example, if an operating system upgrade has issues, the system can be 
quickly reverted (re-deploy) to the last working operating system version because the software is available in the software image 
repository. Another advantage is that the repository can store multiple and different versions of the Linux OS distributions. The 
cluster’s compute nodes can support a mix of SLES, RHEL, Cray OS, TOSS or CentOS depending on the workload’s requirements. 
 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager provisions software via multicast or BitTorrent protocols. Multicast provisioning is secure and 
protected with an authentication key. The provisioning process is reliable and does not require manual intervention after network 
communication interruptions because HPE Performance Cluster Manager will automatically restart the provisioning process and 
continue until the provisioning task is completed. The provisioning process also performs quickly and can provision and re-provision 
software on thousands of compute nodes within an hour. 

 
Software Updates 
The provisioning supports diskless (nfs/tmpfs) and disk-full cluster compute nodes. For diskless compute nodes, the administrative 
node/leader nodes manage the operating system images. 
 
Selected cluster compute nodes can be provisioned with a different Linux operating system distribution as required by the end-user’s 
workloads. For example, the system is running RHEL 8, but a job requires SLES 15. The system administrator can provision selected 
cluster compute nodes with SLES 15 and re-provision the cluster nodes back to RHEL 8 after the job has completed. 

 
Power and Cooling Management 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager offers comprehensive power monitoring and management for the nodes, chassis and racks 
as well as power distribution units (PDU) and cooling hardware. 
For HPE PDUs and cooling hardware (CDUs, HPE ARCS and in 1.5 also direct liquid cooling for HPE Apollo systems), monitoring 
data are displayed in special GUI which also displays alerts for preconfigured events (i.e. water leakage, temperature changes, 
lock/unlock doors, power supply failure). Alerts can be selectively configured to send email to multiple groups. The GUI also 
provides plotting for trending and historical analysis. 
HPCM also offers preconfigured at-a-glance dashboard for monitoring of power and cooling devices in Grafana. HPCM (1.5 
onwards) offers real-time anomaly detection on interface hardware such as CDUs and cooling racks using AIOps techniques. 
 
In addition, the cluster manager offers these capabilities: 
 
Power On/Off control 
Power control is topology and protocol aware and Power On/Off is staged sequentially as following: Power on: rack, chassis, 
nodes. Power off: nodes, chassis, rack. The feature is also aware of whether node is booted with an operating system or not. 
 
Power consumption and analysis 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager aggregates power and energy at available measurement points (rack AC, bulk DC, nodes) 
and reports power data reported in watts. Up to three months of power metrics are retained for reporting and analysis. 
 
Power capping 
System administrators can set limits to trigger a power cap based on environmental thresholds (power or thermal), datacenter power  
capacity or for other reasons (e.g., workloads, planned brownouts, time of day).  
 
Power Management for GPUs 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager is integrated with NVIDIA Datacenter GPU Manager (DCGM). For power management on servers 
with NVIDIA GPUs, DCGM supports GPU power monitoring and power capping. HPE Performance Cluster Manager enables aggregation 
of the DCGM GPU power management across the cluster. 
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Power resource management for jobs 
The HPE Performance Cluster Manager API for power resource management for jobs enables access to power metrics for CPU and 
GPU processors. Altair PBS Professional Power Awareness feature and Slurm power management use the power metrics from the 
cluster management tool to define per job power envelopes, contain the system global power consumption, apply per user, per group, 
per job class power containment and account for consumed energy. 

 
Security  
HPE Performance Cluster Manager is designed to keep cluster management tasks secure. Some of the features include: 

• Central management of the system through the secure administrative node. In a distributed configuration, the admin and 
leader node ssh access is secure and not accessible by users and jobs. In addition, compute node root ssh keys are kept 
separate from admin nodes. 

• All system configuration information (e.g.,. switches settings) are stored in a secure central repository with certificates and 
keys protecting access to the repository. Similarly, monitoring data are also stored in a secure central database. 

• Provisioning via HPE Performance Cluster Manager is secure: Transfer of secret information (ssh, passwords, etc) occurs 
before provisioning. There is no image corruption during multicast provisioning because image is encrypted with an 
authentication key. 

• HPE Performance Cluster Manager supports separate management and data networks where management of the system runs 
on a dedicated secure Ethernet management network. 

 
Cluster Health Management 
Cluster health management provides an overall health check for the whole system. Some of the features include: 

• Validate system diagnostics run in HPE factory on new system after installation at the customer site 
• Invasive tests included in HPE Performance Cluster Manager to be used during maintenance window or to diagnose root 

cause of failures 
• Self-Service diagnostics with light weight and interactive reports for quick inspection and fixing of issues at e customer site 

without waiting for HPE support team. 
• System health check before running job with a workload scheduler tool to avoid initiating jobs on unhealthy cluster nodes 
• Real-time alerts management - HPCM offers at-a-glance Grafana cluster health dashboard aggregating alerts and severity 

information on cluster in overall, fabric, cooling hardware with links to more detailed reports/monitoring interfaces. 

 
Operating System Support 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager software supports Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®  8 and, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 on the 
management nodes requiring Quorum HA. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7, CentOS 7, and SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 are also 
supported on the management nodes that do not require Quorum HA. The cluster compute nodes can run Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
7 and 8, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 and 15, Rocky Linux 8, CentOS 7, Cray OS 2.2 and TOSS 4. Additionally, the HPC versions 
of RHEL and SLES are also supported on the compute nodes. The administrative and leader nodes must be running  the same 
operating system  release. Quorum HA requires a subscription to the SUSE Linux Enterprise High Availability Extension or Red Hat 
High Availability Add-On. 
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Management Integration 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager offers CLI, GUI and API for integration with other software management tools (i.e. workload 
managers, fabric software and orchestration tools). 
 
HPE Performance Cluster offers integration with the following solutions: 

• Altair PBS Professional® 
• Slurm® by SchedMD 
• Mellanox Unified Fabric Manager® 
• Altair Grid Engine 
• Ganglia monitoring software 
• Ansible Playbooks and inventory files 
• NVIDIA Datacenter GPU Manager 
• Arm Performance Reports 
• Grafana 
• Kafka 
• Alerta 

 
Hardware Requirements 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager software is supported on the following Gen9, Gen10 and Gen10 Plus platforms: 

• HPE Cray EX systems 
• HPE SGI 8600 and HPE Apollo9000 
• HPE Apollo 2000, 6000, 6500 systems 
• HPE ProLiant DL325 360 / 380 / 385 / 580 servers 
• HPE Moonshot Systems 
• HPE Superdome Flex Systems (technical preview) 

 
Migration to HPE Performance Cluster Manager 
Starting with Cluster Management Utility 
Customers using Cluster Management Utility on the administrative node with an active HPE Pointnext support contract are entitled 
to migrate to HPE Performance Cluster Manager. In order to migrate, the current system must be running Cluster Management Utility 
v8.2. More information about the migration can be found in the QuickStar guide here. 
 
Starting with SGI Management Suite 
Customers using SGI Management Suite on the administrative node with an active HPE Pointnext support contract are entitled to 
migrate to HPE Performance Cluster Manager In order to migrate, the current system must be running SGI Management Suite v.3.5. 
 
For more information, please see the HPE Performance Cluster Manager Installation Guide. HPE Pointnext can assist with the 
migration. Please contact your HPE sales rep for additional information on migrating to HPE Performance Cluster Manager. 

 

https://www.hpe.com/support/hpcm-cmu-mig-001
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Software Licensing Information 
For the Software to be valid on an HPE cluster, each server in the HPE cluster must have a valid HPE Performance Cluster Manager 
license. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the payment of any applicable license fee, HPE grants a non-
exclusive, non-transferable license to use (as defined below), in object code form, one copy of the Software on one device (server or 
node) at a time for internal business purposes, unless otherwise indicated above or in applicable Transaction Document(s). "Use" 
means to install, store, load, execute and display the Software in accordance with the Specifications. Use of the Software is subject to 
these license terms and to the other restrictions specified by Hewlett Packard Enterprise in any other tangible or electronic 
documentation delivered or otherwise made available with or at the time of purchase of the Software, including license terms, 
warranty statements, Specifications, and "readme" or other informational files included in the Software itself. Such restrictions are 
hereby incorporated in this Agreement by reference. Some Software may require license keys or contain other technical protection 
measures. HPE reserves the right to monitor compliance with Use restrictions remotely or otherwise. Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
may make a license management program available which records and reports license usage information, If so supplied, customer 
agrees to install and run such license management program beginning no later than one hundred and eighty (180) days from the 
date it is made available and continuing for the period that the Software is Used. 
Other terms of the HPE Software License are provided on the license agreement that is delivered with the HPE Performance Cluster 
Manager software.  

 
Electronic Software Delivery 
Electronic software is available. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends purchasing electronic products over physical products 
when available for faster delivery and the convenience of not having to manage confidential paper licenses.  

 
Warranty 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise will replace defective delivery media for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. This warranty 
applies to all products found on the delivery media. 

 
HPE Software Support 
Protect your business beyond warranty with HPE Pointnext Operational Service 
HPE Pointnext provides a comprehensive portfolio including Advisory and Transformational, Professional, and Operational Services 
to help accelerate your digital transformation. From the onset of your transformation journey, Advisory and Transformational 
Services focus on designing the transformation and creating a solution roadmap. Professional Services specializes in creative 
configurations with flawless and on-time implementation, and on-budget execution. Finally, operational services provide innovative 
new approaches like Flexible Capacity and Complete Care, to keep your business at peak performance. HPE is ready to bring 
together all the pieces of the puzzle for you, with an eye on the future, and make the complex simple.  
 
HPE Software Support offers a number of additional software support services, many of which are provided to our customers at no 
additional charge. 

 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager Software Technical Support and Update Service 
Software products include three years of 24 x 7 HPE Software Technical Support and Update Service. This service provides access 
to Hewlett Packard Enterprise technical resources for assistance in resolving software implementation or operations problems. The 
service also provides access to software updates and reference manuals in electronic form.  

 
Registration for Software and Technical Support and Update Services 
If you received a license entitlement certificate, registration for this service will take place following online redemption of the license 
certificate/key. 

 
How to Use Your Software Technical Support and Update Service 
Once registered, you will receive a service contract in the mail containing the Customer Service phone number and your Service 
Agreement Identifier (SAID). You will need your SAID when calling for technical support. Using your SAID, you can also go to the 
HPE Support Center web page to view your contract online. 
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HPE Pointnext - Service and Support 
Get the most from your HPE Products. Get the expertise you need at every step of your IT journey with HPE Pointnext Services. 
We help you lower your risks and overall costs using automation and methodologies that have been tested and refined by HPE 
experts through thousands of deployments globally. HPE Pointnext Advisory Services, focus on your business outcomes and 
goals, partnering with you to design your transformation and build a roadmap tuned to your unique challenges.  Our Professional 
and Operational Services can be leveraged to speed up time-to-production, boost performance and accelerate your business. HPE 
Pointnext specializes in flawless and on-time implementation, on-budget execution, and creative configurations that get the most out 
of software and hardware alike. 
 
Consume IT on your terms 
HPE GreenLake brings the cloud experience directly to your apps and data wherever they are—the edge, colocations, or your data 
center. It delivers cloud services for on-premises IT infrastructure specifically tailored to your most demanding workloads. With a pay-
per-use, scalable, point-and-click self-service experience that is managed for you, HPE GreenLake accelerates digital transformation 
in a distributed, edge-to-cloud world. 

• Get faster time to market 
• Save on TCO, align costs to business 
• Scale quickly, meet unpredictable demand 
• Simplify IT operations across your data centers and clouds 

 
Managed services to run your IT operations 
HPE GreenLake Management Services provides services that monitor, operate, and optimize your infrastructure and applications, 
delivered consistently and globally to give you unified control and let you focus on innovation. 

 

Recommended Services 
HPE Pointnext Tech Care.  
HPE Pointnext Tech Care is the new operational service experience for HPE products. Tech Care goes beyond traditional support by 
providing access to product specific experts, an AI driven digital experience, and general technical guidance to not only reduce risk 
but constantly search for ways to do things better. HPE Pointnext Tech Care has been reimagined from the ground up to support a 
customer-centric, AI driven, and digitally enabled customer experience to move your business forward. HPE Pointnext Tech Care is 
available in three response levels. Basic, which provides 9x5 business hour availability and a 2 hour response time. Essential which 
provides a 15 minute response time 24x7 for most enterprise level customers, and Critical which includes a 6 hour repair 
commitment where available and outage management response for severity 1 incidents.  
https://www.hpe.com/services/techcare 
 
HPE Pointnext Complete Care  
HPE Pointnext Complete Care is a modular, edge-to-cloud IT environment service that provides a holistic approach to optimizing 
your entire IT environment and achieving agreed upon IT outcomes and business goals through a personalized and customer-
centric experience. All delivered by an assigned team of HPE Pointnext Services experts.  HPE Pointnext Complete Care provides: 

• A complete coverage approach -- edge to cloud  
• An assigned HPE team 
• Modular and fully personalized engagement 
• Enhanced Incident Management experience with priority access  
• Digitally enabled and AI driven customer experience 

 
https://www.hpe.com/services/completecare 

 

 
  

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00059438enw
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/operational.html
https://www.hpe.com/GreenLake
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/remote-infrastructure-monitoring.html
https://www.hpe.com/services/techcare
https://www.hpe.com/services/completecare
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HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity 
With HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity, you get the speed, scalability, and economics of the public cloud in the privacy of your data 
center. Gain the advantages of the public cloud—consumption-based payment, rapid scalability without worrying about capacity 
constraints. Reduce the “heavy lifting” needed to operate a data center. And retain the advantages that IT provides the business (i.e., 
control, security). Deliver the right user experience, choose the right technology for the business, manage privacy and compliance, 
and manage the cost of IT. And, you have the option to use the public cloud when needed. 

 
DC for Hyperscale 
Complete Care for Hyperscale is available for Service Providers and HPC customers who use a scale out approach to computing with 
a high volume homogenous infrastructure and resilient architecture can take advantage of this environment support tailored to their 
operating model. 

 
HPE Factory Express for Servers and storage  
HPE Factory Express offers configuration, customization, integration and deployment services for HPE servers and storage products. 
Customers can choose how their factory solutions are built, tested, integrated, shipped and deployed. 
Factory Express offers service packages for simple configuration, racking, installation, complex configuration and design services as 
well as individual factory services, such as image loading, asset tagging, and custom packaging. HPE products supported through 
Factory Express include a wide array of servers and storage: HPE Integrity, HPE ProLiant, HPE Apollo, HPE ProLiant Server Blades, 
HPE BladeSystem, HPE 9000 servers as well as the MSAxxxx3PAR suite, XP, rackable tape libraries and configurable network 
switches. 

 
HPE Service Credits  
Offer flexible services and technical skills to meet your changing IT demands. With a menu of service that is tailored to suit your 
needs, you get additional resources and specialist skills to help you maintain peak performance of your IT. Offered as annual credits, 
you can plan your budgets while proactively responding to your dynamic business.  

 
HPE Education Services 
Keep your IT staff trained making sure they have the right skills to deliver on your business outcomes. Book on a class today and 
learn how to get the most from your technology investment. http://www.hpe.com/ww/learn 

 
HPE Support Center 
The HPE Support Center is a personalized online support portal with access to information, tools and experts to support HPE 
business products. Submit support cases online, chat with Hewlett Packard Enterprise experts, access support resources or 
collaborate with peers.  
 
Learn more http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc  
 
The HPE Support Center Mobile App* allows you to resolve issues yourself or quickly connect to an agent for live support. Now, 
you can get access to personalized IT support anywhere, anytime. 
HPE Support Center are available at no additional cost with a HPE warranty, HPE Support Service or HPE contractual support 
agreement. 
Notes: *HPE Support Center Mobile App is subject to local availability  

 
 

http://www.hpe.com/ww/learn
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc
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Models 
Licensing and Media Options 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager 1 Node 3yr 24x7 Support Perpetual E-LTU Q9V60AAE 
Notes:  
− One license per node. 
− Includes three years of support.  
− This is an electronic license. 
− This is a perpetual license. The software will continue working even when the support term ends. 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager 1 Node 3yr 24x7 Support Perpetual LTU Q9V60A 
Notes:  
− One license per node. 
− Includes three years of support.  
− This is a perpetual license. The software will continue working even when the support term ends. 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager FIO Software  Q9V61A 
Notes:  
− For factory installation only with HPE SGI 8600. This SKU does not include the license. Please order with Q9V60AAE. 
− Order one per node 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager Media Kit Q9V62A 
Notes: One media kit per solution.  

 
Distribution Media and Software Documentation 
HPE Performance Cluster Manager software and documentation is available on DVD. 
Please select the HPE Performance Cluster Manager Media SKU (Q9V62A) to order.  
Customers may download the software and corresponding documentation from the specified URL provided at time of delivery.  
 
Additional documentation can be downloaded from http://www.hpe.com/software/hpcm 

 
 
 

http://www.hpe.com/software/hpcm
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Date Version History Action Description of Change 
02-May-2022 Version 7 Changed Overview and Standard Features sections were updated 
11-Oct-2021 Version 6 Changed Overview ,Standard Features and Service and Support sections were 

updated. 
Updated for HPCM 1.6 release 

17-Mar-2021 Version 5 Changed Overview and Standard Features sections were updated 
09-Dec-2019 Version 4 Changed Overview and Standard Features sections were updated 
03-Jun-2019 Version 3 Changed Overview and Standard Features sections were updated 
03-Dec-2018 Version 2 Changed Overview, Standard Features, Supported Product and Service and 

Support sections were updated 
04-Jun-2018 Version 1 New New QuickSpecs for HPE Performance Cluster Manager 
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Make the right purchase 
decision. Contact our presales 

specialists. 
 

 

 
 

  

  

  

  

  © Copyright 2022 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP. The information contained herein is subject 
to change without notice. The only warranties for Hewlett Packard Enterprise products and services are set 
forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should 
be construed as constituting an additional warranty. Hewlett Packard Enterprise shall not be liable for 
technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.  
 
Microsoft and Windows NT are US registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon 
and Xeon Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. 
 
For hard drives, 1GB = 1 billion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. 
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Get updates 

https://www.hpe.com/global/hpechat/index.html?jumpid=Collaterals_a00044858enw
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/contact-hpe.html
http://www.hpe.com/info/getupdated
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